REPUBLIC OF LEBANON
COUNCIL FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
RECONSTRUCTION INVITATION TO BIDS

Supporting and enhancing to the friendship between the people of Kuwait and the People of Lebanon the government of Lebanon represented by the Council for Development and Reconstruction invites sealed bids from eligible bidders and those who have experience in the field for the Design and Supervision for the Construction of Monuments of Friendship Between the People of Kuwait and the People of Lebanon in five locations,
(GHOBAIRI – BAALBECK – KFAR ROMMAN – DEIR AMMAR – BHAMDOUN), LEBANON.

This project is funded by the Kuwait fund for Arab Economic Development.

Bidders shall meet the minimum qualifying criteria in order to be qualified for award of the contract:
• Be either a Kuwait or a Lebanon national.
• Be either a consulting firm or an art-house (establishment).
• Have expertise in design and supervision for the construction of a Memorial Monuments or similar activity in sculptor, landscape and urban square design.

Bidders who are interested in this tender may consult the relevant Tender Document at the offices of the CDR as mentioned below.

Bid documents may be purchased by interested bidders on application in person to the below office, and upon payment of a nonrefundable fee of 500 USD against a certified bank cheque to the following address:
Council For Development and Reconstruction –
Tallet El-Serail - Legal Affairs Division - Tenders Department -
Beirut - Lebanon -
Facsimile : + 961 1 981255

Bids should be submitted to the address given above not later than Friday, May 30 , 2014 , at 12:00 noon, Beirut local time. All bids that are received after this time shall be rejected including courier delayed bids.